Developmental/Cheer/Home School/High School
Procedures for West Spring Classes
Thank you for your interest in Developmental Program classes at Salto. We are taking extra
precautions at the gym in light of the COVID-19 situation. Please read our procedures before
signing up for classes. Please keep in mind these may need to be adjusted based on newer
guidelines released from CDC and local authorities. Thank you for helping to keep everyone as
safe as possible!
Registration
To minimize contact, we will be doing online registration only. In order for your registration to be
processed on our end, you must agree to all policies set in place. Paper copies of a new
COVID-19 Waiver and Health Screening questionnaire MUST be brought in paper form to your
child’s first class. There are no exceptions to this rule.
Class Sizes
We have reduced our class sizes to allow proper social distancing. Classes will be limited to 7
students per instructor. Classes that were previously one hour or one and a half hours will end
10 minutes early to allow instructors time to clean equipment between classes.
Entering the Building
Please do not arrive more than 5 minutes prior to class starts time. The door sign will say
“Come in” when it is time to enter. ALL STUDENTS AND ADULTS ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE
THEIR TEMPERATURE TAKEN before entry is allowed. We will do this with a touchless wall
mounted thermometer. Students should enter the building when the sign says “Come in” and
follow the arrows to the hand sanitizer, use the hand sanitizer provided (or your own if you
prefer), then follow the arrows to the thermometers on the wall. We have two heights of
thermometers to use for ease of use. Parents who are dropping off their children at the door
should look for the thumb’s up from the window right before the front door (there is a poster with
a thumb’s up sign to help you locate the window). Students that present symptoms of any kind
will not be allowed in the gym, and you will be called to pick up your child.

Exiting the Gym
With winter gear and wet foot wear, we will be exiting through the front door. Please meet your
child outside the front door after parking your car in the lot. The class times are staggered to
allow for minimal path crossing using the one door. Arriving no earlier than 5 minutes will assist
with traffic pattern flow.
Instruction
Instructors will wear masks while teaching. Our instructors will utilize “touchless” stations as
much as possible during classes.
Mask Mandate
Per Governor Evers’ Order, students aged 5 and older will be required to wear a mask while in
the building. Students will be allowed to take mask breaks while at least 6 feet away from
others as needed. Masks should be secured under the chin so they do not fly up when kids are
jumping. Gaitor style masks are acceptable as well. Masks need to be solid cloth in the front to
fully cover the mouth and nose. If you do not have a mask when dropping your child off, we ask
that you remain outside the building.

Make Up Classes
In an effort to keep the same students in each class throughout the session per CDC
recommendations, there will be no makeups available.
Keeping Salto Healthy
As the cold/flu season approaches: if your child stays home from school for any illness related
reason, they should also stay home from classes to rest up.
If your child or any family member (in the same household) received a positive test result, the
child who attends Salto should remain at home from gymnastics 2 weeks following the date of
the test result.
If your child is sent home from school or told to quarantine from school, they should also stay
home from gymnastics for the duration of the quarantine or until a negative test result is
received.
If your child was around someone else who tested positive, they should remain at home from
gymnastics for 14 days following the last date of exposure to the person who tested positive.
If siblings were asked to quarantine for 2 weeks from school, the child who attends Salto should
stay home until either
1. 2 weeks has passed, or
2. 1 week has passed and the child attending Salto brings a negative test result to the gym
on the day she/he returns to class or practice
We want to keep not only everyone in the gym safe and healthy, but also try to protect any
vulnerable family members people in the gym may go home to should someone who is
asymptomatic come into the building.

Viewing Area
To limit the number of people in the gym, only ONE adult will be allowed to come into the gym
with their child. . Adults MUST wear a mask and have their temperatures taken with the
touchless thermometer to enter our facility. No siblings will be allowed. Viewing area will be
limited to 14 people. The viewing area will be open with marked spots on the ground to
promote social distancing. Please remain on the spot you have selected the entire duration of
the class. There will not be chairs in the viewing area at this time. Chairs from home will not be
allowed.
What to Bring
For the safety of our students, drinking fountains will not be available. Each student should
bring a bag with a bottle of water. Students will put their shoes and bag on a marked spot
distanced away from other spots. Students aged 5 and older are required to wear a mask per
Governor Evers’ order.
Traveling
If you have a trip planned out of state, please notify the office.
Cleaning
Instructors will be cleaning equipment and mats used during classes between each group. The
students will also be using hand sanitizer before going to the next set of stations.
We know this information is overwhelming. Thank you for your patience and understanding!

